
Stones with carvings that are listed as "People / Scene" and "Undecoded" are categorised together 

as seemingly-non-religious carvings in the Evaluations. There is no  suggestion that those indicated 

as "Undecoded" are not significant with regard to a form of belief - it is just that we currently do 

not know what they mean or might have meant.

Investigation 2 - Mithraic and Christian beliefs

In this Investigation, Mithraic belief is again in the sense of Pictish-Mithraism as decoded in the 

Pictish Symbol Stones website. With a focus on Mithraic and Christian beliefs, there are no animal, 

bird or fish carvings to evaluate in terms of prospective Celtic attributes or Roman context (military 

or mythology); horses, for example, are all in hunting scenes. Christian belief is represented on 

these Class 2 Stones by a Cross. Class 3 Stones are not included as they do not have any Mithraic 

objects.

For those Stones with Pictish-Mithraic Symbols and Christian Crosses two lists have been produced:-   

In each instance where there is a Christian Cross on a Stone the assumption is made that it 

represents the range of aspects (spiritual etc.) considered to be Christian belief and understanding 

at the time (approximately early middle ages). P-M Symbols that would, for example, involve belief 

in travel of the soul include V-Rod & Crescent, Mirror, Comb and Pictish Beast - their presence 

would, at minimum, suggest "implied acceptance" of beliefs. Greater numbers and more types of 

such Symbols tends to strengthen the likelihood of P-M and Christian carvings deliberately being 

"complementary".

The intent is to assess if the meaning of the carvings is complementary between any of the Mithraic 

decodes and any of the Christian belief objects or if, by Stone, there is a Shared Space based on 

implied acceptance of beliefs. Adding to the complexity of deciding what might relate to a belief, 

21 of these Stones have carvings noted as "people / scene"; 23 have objects that are "undecoded".

a further Investigation (No 4) with P-M, Christian items and also carvings of animals, 

birds and fish with Celtic attributes.

this Investigation (No 2) of 38 Stones which variously have carvings of Pictish-Mithraic 

Symbols plus Christian Crosses and related carvings suggesting a Christian belief meaning 

and
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Analysis and Evaluation for Each Stone:

Each of these 38 Stones has carved objects indicated in italics.

Aberlemno Church

Hunting scenePeople / Scene

People / Scene

Undecoded

Similar designs for intertwined animals can be seen in the Victoria and Albert museum, London on 

the cast of a doorway of an 11th century church in Ulnes, Norway. There are no animal, bird or fish 

carvings  on this Stone that could be associated with Celtic belief. The triquetra is recognised as 

appearing on Cross slabs, manuscripts and metalwork in the early Christian period. It is uncertain 

whether the hippocamps have any relevance to Christian beliefs or relate to something else. In the 

lower right of the reverse side a person is being attacked by what appears to be a crow. Some 

authors have suggested that  Dunnichen, AD 685, may be the battle scene.                                                                                               

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Mithraic Symbols Identified and Decoded

Christian

Note:- P-M = Pictish-Mithraic   as decoded in 

Triple disc, Z-Rod & Notched Rectangle

Latin Cross, triquetra

Battle scene

Bird with exaggerated claws, 3 pairs of interlaced animals with Cross, 

hippocamp pair

Pictish-Mithraic

Undecoded Centaur, indecipherable quadruped x 4

Aberlemno Roadside 2

Pictish-Mithraic Z-Rod & Double Disc, V-Rod & Crescent

Christian Latin Cross, angels x 2 holding books, biblical story, bosses on Cross

https://pictishsymbolstones.com/mithraic-symbols-identified-and-decoded/


Only the double sided comb with 7 "teeth" is a clear carving - these steps are those taken on the 

path to and from heaven and are the same number as the Roman Mithraic grades. It has been 

suggested that the decorative volute may have formed part of a cross (perhaps because the stone 

was found built into the wall of a former manse) but the suggestion that the other carving may be 

part of a Mirror (handle) seems rather speculative.
Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs.

Birse

Pictish-Mithraic Comb, Mirror

Christian Latin Cross - partial - decorative volute

Pictish-Mithraic Z-Rod & Double Disc

Christian Latin tenon-footed Cross

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Alyth

Animals on this slab are in the context of a hunting scene; there is no obvious association with 

Celtic beliefs. The Z-Rod & Double Disc plus the V-Rod & Crescent on this Stone embody many of 

the beliefs in P-M - not least the travel of the soul from and to heaven and the structure of the 

universe with heaven beyond. As such, the principles of two beliefs are present with the meaning 

of the carvings arguably complementary. David rending the jaws of the lion is the biblical story.

Aberlemno Roadside 2 - contd

Undecoded / Ogham Decorated Disc, interlaced animals with Cross, Hippocamp pair. Plus 

Linear Ogham (EDDARRONN)

Pictish Beast, Z-Rod & Double Disc

Christian Latin Cross, Triskele x 2

People / Scene People on horseback

Being fragmentary the evaluation of this Stone is limited but there is enough there to confirm the 

carving of P-M and Christian belief symbols. Constellation connections can be made between the 

Serpent (as Hydra) and the Pictish Beast (as Capricornus) so these two Symbols are complementary 

to one another and maybe to the Christian belief regarding the travel of the soul. In this case as the 

Stone is fragmentary it is safer to settle for implied acceptance rather than complementary. One of 

the horsemen is framed within the lower arm of the Cross - perhaps St Martin?

Pictish-Mithraic

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs.

Balluderon, St Martin's stone

Pictish-Mithraic Z-Rod & Serpent, Pictish Beast

Christian Latin Cross - partial

A simply carved Stone with designs in a style not seen anywhere else suggesting local 

interpretation for the two symbols.

Brodie, "Rodney's Stone"

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.



Ornate Double Disc components in the same style as the other carvings - this suggests the same, 

accomplished carver. A link between the meaning of the P-M Symbols is less from the detail of the 

Double Disc but more, presumably, from an associated oral explanation - the structure of the 

concentric circles is almost hidden. Of interest is the positioning of the Hippocamp pair above the P-

M Symbols perhaps suggesting they have a higher priority significance? Ogham script appears to be 

a later addition.
Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Brodie, "Rodney's Stone" - contd

Undecoded / Ogham Linear Ogham EOTTASSARRHETODDEDDITS MAQQ ROGODDADD

Dyce 2

Pictish-Mithraic Triple disc, Mirror Case, V-Rod & Crescent, Z-Rod & Double Disc

Christian Latin Cross (floriated)

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.

This style of floriated Cross with "Stafford Knots" allegedly dates it to 

the Anglo-Saxon 7th century period (although the knot design is 

recorded only from the 15th century). Consistency of the decoration in 

the P-M Symbols - especially with the roundel where the Cross arms 

join - suggests some integration of designs. With the beliefs of the P-M 

Symbols (soul travel, universe, heaven beyond etc.) this looks like the 

particular P-M Symbols were chosen to complement Christian beliefs. 

Ogham script appears to be a later addition.                                                                                                                                                                     



Elgin

Pictish-Mithraic Z-Rod & Double Disc, V-Rod & Crescent

Christian Latin Cross, figures presumed to be the four Evangelists

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Fordoun

Pictish-Mithraic Z-Rod & Double Disc

Christian Greek style Cross

People / Scene Hunting scene

Undecoded Interlaced animals with Cross

With the beliefs of the P-M Symbols (soul travel, universe, heaven beyond etc.) this looks like the 

particular P-M Symbols were chosen to complement Christian beliefs. Animals and birds on this 

Stone are not considered to represent any Celtic beliefs but a hunting scene.

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs.  In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Formaston, Aboyne
Pictish-Mithraic Mirror

Christian Latin Cross

People / Scene Hunting scene, horseman with spear

Undecoded /Ogham Fish Monster plus Linear Ogham - VUN-MSETTORBBRE…N -  and                   

Cursive - PIDARNOIN
There are several references about the text - cursive, Hiberno-

Saxon, miniscule, early Roman - which might date the text 

but not the slab as the word seems to have been added later, 

as has the Ogham. Several types of carving are apparent with 

the central figure (set in the lower arm of the Cross) being 

more pronounced relief than the interlace carvings. Much of 

the other objects are varying degrees of incise, including the 

P-M Symbol.

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs.  In addition, a 

seemingly-non-religious carving is accommodated.

Gask

Pictish-Mithraic Z-Rod & Serpent

Christian Latin Cross x 2, biblical story

Undecoded / Ogham Linear Ogham

Being fragmentary there is insufficient carving to evaluate other then implied acceptance. Ogham 

script appears to be a later addition.

People / Scene People on horseback

Undecoded Beasts with exaggerated claws and other unidentified animals



Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs.

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs.  In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Gellyburn, Murthly

Pictish-Mithraic V-Rod & Crescent, Pictish Beast

Christian Latin Cross

Gask (contd) Heavily weathered but the selection of animals does not suggest there are any in the 

context of representing Celtic beliefs. The biblical story is seemingly David the Lion-killer, maybe 

there are other depictions. Perhaps the people on horseback mixed in with animals form a hunting 

scene but this is unclear. The P-M Symbol is between a person on horseback and an unidentified 

animal - possibly suggesting that the Z-Rod & Serpent carving was not planned in with prominent 

profile.

People / Scene Hunting scene, two figures (embracing?)

Undecoded Interlace not within Cross

A hooded crossbow man with hound are seen in the context of hunting rather than the hound 

having any Celtic animal belief connotation. The large Pictish-Beast and Z-Rod & Double Disc 

dominate one side - addition of a second Pictish Beast does not seem to be significant albeit the 

direction is the reverse of the large one. Proportionately a lot of space is given to the P-M Symbols 

and non-religious designs.

Glenferness

Pictish-Mithraic Pictish Beast, V-Rod & Crescent, Z-Rod & Double Disc

Christian Latin Cross

People / Scene Hunting scene

Undecoded Interlaced animals not with Cross

Despite the Cross face having been erased it can be assumed that the slab, overall, represented a 

Shared Space. What is unsure is whether carvings associated with the two beliefs were done at 

substantially the same time or different occasions - other similar Stones have had representations 

of P-M and Christian beliefs carved in the same style so presumably by the same hand therefore at 

the same time. However, with the absence of evidence an assumption cannot be made. The style 

of the infill on the two P-M Symbols may well suggest the style used within and around the Cross.

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Hilton of Cadboll

Pictish-Mithraic Comb, V-Rod & Crescent, Z-Rod & Double Disc, Twin Discs, Mirror

Christian The Cross face of the slab was erased in the late 17th century.

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.

With the lower shaft of the Cross quite clear on one side and parts of the circles by the lower 

portion of the cross-arm on both sides of the Stone it is interesting to note how the Pictish-Mithraic 

carvings have been created in the area, on one side, corresponding with the lower shaft on the 

other side with the upper portion of the V-Rod and Crescent set into the lower part of the central 

circles of the Cross. The P-M symbols seem to be well integrated.



People / Scene Person sitting

Undecoded Stepped Rectangle, interlaced animals with Cross

A figure in a long robe is sitting on a chair with a zoomorphic terminal to its back. On either side of 

the Cross are animals which have been described as serpentine-like with duck's heads and fish tails. 

Typically the crescent shape is seen with the V-Rod representing the paths for the soul from and to 

heaven - the Crescent alone is not a "strong" Symbol. With the Mirror representing the Zodiac and 

the Comb the steps from/to heaven (and/or Mithraic grades) collectively the P-M symbols are 

outside those usually seen on Class 2 Stones. The Stepped Rectangle has not yet been decoded. 

Altogether this Stone portrays more than an implied acceptance of two beliefs albeit executed in a 

not very well planned way compared with many other Stones.

Kingoldrum

Pictish-Mithraic Mirror, Comb, Crescent Alone

Christian Latin Cross

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs.

Kirriemuir 1
Pictish-Mithraic Mirror, Comb

Christian Latin Cross, Biblical story

Having only two P-M Symbols with the Cross the evaluation initially could be no more than implied 

acceptance. However, with the Mirror representing the Zodiac and its "handle" the connection at 

Capricornus and the Comb the steps to heaven, arguably there is a stronger belief relationship.

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Kinneddar 2

Pictish-Mithraic Mirror, Comb

Christian Latin Cross

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Largo

Pictish-Mithraic Z-Rod & Double Disc, Pictish Beast

Christian Latin Cross

People / Scene Cloaked robed figure, bird-headed man, book-clutching ecclesiastics

Undecoded Loom

With the biblical story thought to be St Paul and St Anthony alongside a robed figure in the upper 

register on the back of the slab and an enthroned figure in the lower register together with the 

book-clutching ecclesiastics on the Cross side, this has much more Christian iconography than most 

Class 2 Stones. Considering the beliefs of the selection of the P-M Symbols ( the Mirror 

representing the Zodiac and its "handle" the connection at Capricornus and the Comb the steps to 

heaven) they are very much complementary to the  Christian beliefs. The relevance of the loom is 

completely uncertain. There are no large scale distractions with hunting scenes or similar.

People / Scene Hunting scene

Undecoded Hippocamp pair



Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Logierait 1

Pictish-Mithraic Serpent & Straight Rod

Christian Latin Cross

Largo (contd) Well worn but the key "belief" relief carvings are decipherable along with the 

hippocamp pair also described as entwined sea horses. The deer at the bottom of the back of the 

slab are not considered to have relevance in Celtic belief - perhaps part of the hunting scene albeit 

they are separated from it by a Pictish Beast. The Z-Rod & Double Disc is particularly worn and 

almost squeezed in beside the left of the hunting scene.

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs.  In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Maiden Stone

Pictish-Mithraic Mirror, Pictish Beast, Comb, Z-Rod & Notched Rectangle

Christian Latin Cross

People / Scene People / person on horseback

Both Logierait Stone 1 and Stone 2 have a Serpent intertwined with a Straight Rod in the 

"Aesculapius" format; only Inverurie 1 has a similar symbol but with the rod overlaid rather than 

intertwined. Being the only P-M Symbol on this damaged slab clearly it is difficult to assess its 

context. Perhaps the wrap around alludes to the snake entwining the Leontocephalous whose lion 

head could equate to the snake/serpent head at the eighth gate - that is the entry to heaven. 

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs.  In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.

People / Scene Person standing

Undecoded Beast with exaggerated claws, Hippocamp pair (fish monsters), 

centaur, two centaurs in combat (?), roundel with key pattern
Possibly with biblical allegory - the "fish 

monsters" could be Jonah and the whale; the 

weathered carvings at the top of the non-Cross 

side of the slab look like centaurs and could 

relate to St Anthony encountering a centaur 

who challenged the Saint but was forced to 

admit that the old gods had been overthrown. 

In the register format the P-M Symbols have the 

composite Z-Rod & Notched Rectangle 

incorporating the layout of the Mithraeum with 

the Z-Rod enabling an explanation of many 

details of Mithraism; the Pictish Beast 

complements the beliefs in the adjacent 

registers; the Mirror and Comb allude to the 

journey of the soul. Overall, not only do the 

Christian and P-M iconography seem to be 

complementary they also facilitate explanation 

of changing beliefs.



Meigle 3

Pictish-Mithraic Double Disc Alone

Christian Latin Cross

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Meigle 4

Pictish-Mithraic V-Rod & Crescent

Christian Latin Cross

People / Scene Horseman with spear

A small, broken slab with part of a Double Disc and a very clear horseman with a spear. Being 

incomplete this is difficult to evaluate other than "implied acceptance".

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Meigle 7

Pictish-Mithraic Z-Rod & Double Disc, Comb (?)

Christian Latin Cross

People / Scene People on horseback x 2, man facing a beast

Undecoded Beast with exaggerated claws x 2, interlaced animals with Cross x 4 

pairs
Lacking the central portion of the slab restricts evaluation; for example deciding whether the 

people on horseback are part of  hunting scene or otherwise.  Perhaps some of the zoomorphic 

animals represent immortality (as a snake eating its tail) which may align with the right hand arrow 

of the P-M V-Rod i.e. the soul going into immortality on death.

Evaluation - Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Migvie

Pictish-Mithraic V-Rod & Horseshoe/Arch, Z-Rod & Double Disc

Christian Latin Cross

People / Scene Person sitting

Undecoded Crouching beast

Perhaps the positioning of the sitting person and the crouching, indeterminate beast is one of 

conflict and no biblical story has been suggested. With only the top of the slab to be seen the 

evaluation is restricted - the nature of the Double Disc (earth, planets, zodiac and heaven beyond) 

links with the journey of the soul represented in the Comb (i.e. in steps).

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Monifieth 1

Pictish-Mithraic Mirror (part), Comb, Double Disc, Z-Rod & Double Disc

Christian Latin Cross

People / Scene Person on horseback(front & back of slab)

Undecoded Shears

Although the interlace design Cross dominates, there is a mix of relief and incise carving with 

similar style horses and riders on both faces. The stylised Z-Rod & Double Disc and V-Rod overlaying 

a horseshoe are at the junctions of the arms of the Cross.



Collectively the P-M decoded carvings of the Double Discs show the construction of the universe 

with the pathway to heaven represented by the Comb. This slab is unusual in having the Cross on 

one side and the P-M items on the other - possibly an indication of tolerance between the believers 

of the two religions but overall the P-M elements complement the what the Cross represents.

Monifieth 1 - contd

Undecoded Stepped rectangle

Found in a field to the south of the River Don around 1800 it appears that only one side is carved, 

predominantly with an ornate low relief cross. The Triple Disc, in P-M decode terms, represents the 

Zodiac and (180° apart) Cancer and Capricorn constellations - the gates from and to heaven. No 

meaning has been found for the Stepped Rectangle.                                                                                                                

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Monymusk

Pictish-Mithraic Triple Disc

Christian Latin Cross

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs.

Set in a square this Chi-Rho Cross is the only one known on a Pictish Symbol Stone. Carvings are all 

incised but this can still be regarded as a Class 2 Stone. As a simplified version of the Notched 

Rectangle, the Tuning Fork symbolises the view into a Mithraeum. A complex set of objects to be 

able to interpret any interconnected meaning not least as this style of Cross was also known as 

Consecration Cross thought to purify pagan temples during the transition of the Roman Empire to 

Christianity. 

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs.

Raasay

Pictish-Mithraic V-Rod & Crescent, Tuning Fork

Christian Chi-Rho style Cross

Not relief carved as  usually found on so-called Class 2 Stones - the objects are simply incised. What 

appears to be a basic Cross outline belies its origins - it is in the crest or shield of several clans 

connected to St Moluag who "founded a hundred monasteries. He was a contemporary of St 

Columba.

Pabbay

Pictish-Mithraic V-Rod & Crescent

Christian Fitch ée style Cross

Undecoded Bosses on Cross, interlaced animals with Cross

Intricately carved with Crosses on each side and on one side multiplication of P-M Symbols - V-Rod 

& Crescent (3 times), Z-Rod and Double Disc, Mirror (twice). The Cross design on the P-M Symbols 

side is of the style associated with St Moluag.

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs. 

Rosemarkie

Pictish-Mithraic V-Rod & Crescent, Z-Rod & Double Disc, Mirror

Christian Greek style Cross and Crosslet (Cross within a panel)

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.



People / Scene Hunting scene, bird-headed man, person walking

Undecoded Beast with exaggerated claws x 5, interlaced animals with Cross x 4 

pairs
Almost a "multipurpose" slab with intricately infilled Crosses on each side, P-M Symbols on one 

side, what appears to be a hunting scene and what have been described as phantasmagorical 

animals.

Rossie Priory

Pictish-Mithraic V-Rod & Crescent, Pictish Beast

Christian Latin Cross, angel

People / Scene Hunting scene

Undecoded / Ogham Linear Ogham

The Cross that was on one side has almost entirely disappeared; there is a hunting scene on the 

reverse. The Pictish Beast marking the Capricorn re-entry to heaven is the only discernible P-M 

Symbol.

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Scoonie

Pictish-Mithraic Pictish Beast

Christian Latin Cross

Hooded horsemen

Undecoded Beast with exaggerated claws x 4

The P-M beliefs are very well represented in the travel of the soul, the re-entry point to heaven as 

Capricorn (from the Pictish Beast) and the construction of the universe in the Double Disc. The ring 

headed Cross displays several designs in the arms - displaying the skills of the carver(s). The P-M 

Symbols are only on one side - it is difficult to see if they have, in part, been overlaid. However, 

what they collectively represent aligns the P-M and Christian beliefs.                                                                                                                      

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.

People / Scene

Evaluation - Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.

St Madoes

Pictish-Mithraic Pictish Beast, V-Rod & Crescent, Z-Rod & Double Disc

Christian Latin Cross



Undecoded / Ogham Linear Ogham

A very small fragment of a Stone with, on one side, the Double Disc elements quite clear and what 

looks like a short line that could be the central part of the Z. Sufficient carving is on the other side 

to suggest this was a Cross slab.

St Vigeans 6

Pictish-Mithraic Z-Rod & Double Disc

Christian Cross

Pictish Beast

Pictish-Mithraic

Strathmartine Kirkyard 4

Pictish-Mithraic Portion of a Pictish Beast

Christian Latin Cross

Undecoded L-shaped Rectangle, beast, interlaced animals with Cross

Only the upper portion of the slab was found. A lack of original objects means only an implied 

acceptance can be estimated.

Two small fragments seemingly from the same slab. A lack of original objects means only an implied 

acceptance can be estimated.

Latin Cross

Christian Latin Cross

Evaluation - Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs.

Two small fragments seemingly from the same slab. A lack of original objects means only an implied 

acceptance can be estimated.

Evaluation - Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs.

Strathmartine Kirkyard 6

Christian

Not stated as either Cross shape or with a relief cross carving in The Pictish Symbol Stones of 

Scotland  text. However, the style of the zoomorphic and interlace carvings is similar to several 

Class 2 stones (not least in the vicinity of this slab). This piece formed part of a stone which stood in 

the kirkyard.
Evaluation - Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.

Tarbat

Pictish-Mithraic V-Rod & Crescent, Tuning Fork, Z-Rod & Double Disc

Christian Cross (deduced from relief style with zoomorphic and interlace 

carvings)
People / Scene Hunting scene

Undecoded Zoomorphic and interlace patterns

Portion of a Pictish Beast

Evaluation - Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, a 

seemingly-non-religious carving is accommodated.

Strathmartine Kirkyard 3

Pictish-Mithraic

Evaluation - Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs. In addition, 

seemingly-non-religious carvings are accommodated.



No. Stones

A 3

B 14

C 6

D 15

Observations and Conclusions

People / Scene Cloaked/robed figure

For the 3 Stones in Outcome A the P-M Symbols and the Christian belief represented by the Cross 

complement one another. Gellyburn appears to have the P-M carvings well integrated with the 

Cross - especially the V-Rod and Crescent. For Kinnedar 2 the belief relationship is between the 

Christian view of heaven and the hereafter and what is represented by the P-M Mirror (i.e. the 

Zodiac with its "handle" as the connection at Capricornus - the gateway to heaven) with the Comb 

(as the steps to heaven). Similarly for Monifeith, the complement between the two beliefs comes 

from the meaning of the collective P-M carvings and Christian heavenly hereafter. As with 

Evaluation Outcome C, this evaluation is not distracted with seemingly-non-religious carvings.

Evaluation Outcomes

From the analyses by Stone, there are 4 Evaluation Outcomes:-

Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs.

Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs plus seemingly-

non-religious carvings.
Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs.

Shared Space with implied acceptance of P-M and Christian beliefs plus 

seemingly-non-religious carvings.

Undecoded Possible zoomorphic carving

A small, broken slab with a figure wearing a large annular brooch with a distinct Comb and Mirror 

to one side and what could have been a zoomorphic carving to the other. The Cross side has key 

pattern designs and interlace within the Cross - otherwise the Cross is alone.

Wester Denoon

Pictish-Mithraic Comb, Mirror

Christian Latin Cross

By virtue of carvings and symbols from P-M and Christian beliefs being accommodated on any given 

Stone with, typically, carving done to the same standard plus a lack of any subsequent defacement, 

it can be assumed there was acceptance of the beliefs they represented then and since. The degree 

of "acceptance" has been determined in this Investigation as "implied" if they seem to have 

satisfactorily co-existed or "complementary" if a P-M object and a Christian one convey the same 

meaning e.g. travel of the soul with a hereafter.

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary P-M and Christian beliefs.  In addition, seemingly-

non-religious carvings are accommodated.



Overall from this Investigation it can be seen that "unrestricted" use of a Shared Space was not only 

for a wide range of P-M and Christian belief carvings but also non-religious carvings; there are no 

demarcations - indeed many of the carvings are freely mixed together. These can be considered to 

be "Transition Stones" between Mithraic and Christian beliefs with the shared use of their surfaces 

being for a specific purpose most likely to introduce Mithraic believers to Christianity with a view to 

conversion. The fact that the symbols of the beliefs are together and neither has been erased 

suggests that the transition was maybe more persuasive than mandated with no later retrospective 

punitive action. Perhaps an understanding by the Christians of the Mithraic beliefs helped to ease 

change if they understood basic principles of P-M religion which included travel of the soul similar 

to the concept of a life hereafter.

Choosing the terms "complementary" and "implied acceptance" are deliberate to assess the degree 

of compatibility between what otherwise could be seen as conflicting beliefs. That degree is in the 

meaning that  the carvings purport to represent and their relative physical positioning. Proportions 

of "complementary" to "implied acceptance" across these 38 Stones i.e. A+B versus C+D is 17 to 21 - 

this does not seem to suggest anything of significance. Similarly the proportion of those sets of 

carvings that also have non-religious carvings i.e. B versus D is 14 to 15 again no apparent 

significance. However, what does seem significant is the 76% i.e. 29 of the 38 Stones in 

Investigation 2 having three definable types of carving - Mithraic, Christian and seemingly non-

religious. This will be reconsidered after the analysis for Investigation 4.

76% of the Stones in this Investigation have seemingly-non-religious carvings (Outcomes B and D 

together). These have a wide range of objects e.g. battle scenes, people on horseback, hunting 

scenes, hippocamps, centaurs, beasts with exaggerated claws, Ogham etc. This adds another 

dimension to the acceptability of placing seemingly unrelated items on the same Stone further 

reinforcing that what was practiced was, indeed, shown in a Shared Space (and not just for religious 

beliefs).

Of the 6 Stones in Outcome C, each of the 2 at Strathmartine Kirkyard has a portion of a Pictish 

Beast  and a Latin Cross. However, although fragmented there is sufficient detail to include them in 

this Evaluation. The other 4 Stones in this category are at Alyth, Pabbay and Raasay each with 

incised rather than relief carvings (usually the method used for Stones with Crosses) and Birse 

where the Stone may be Class 1 or 2. Alyth has designs in a style not seen anywhere else. Pabbay 

has a Fitchée style Cross and Raasay a Chi-Rho style Cross. There is very little of the Cross apparent 

on the Birse stone. In summary these 6 Stones differ from what might be called the "mainstream 

Class 2" Stones but all have the components of a P-M Symbol and a Christian Cross qualifying them 

for implied acceptance but nothing stronger.


